Displaced workers often experience large losses in earnings even a long time after reemployment. Training programs during unemployment mitigate these losses but also a¤ect the unemployed's willingness to search. This paper analyzes how mandatory training programs a¤ect the optimal design of unemployment insurance and how the training intensity should evolve during the unemployment spell. The introduction of training reverses the optimal consumption dynamics during the unemployment spell and makes it optimal to incentivize the long-term unemployed to …nd employment despite the depreciation of their human capital. Targeting training programs towards the long-term unemployed, however, is optimal only if the fall in human capital upon displacement is small relative to the depreciation during unemployment.
Introduction
Optimal unemployment insurance trades o¤ the provision of incentives to search for employment and the provision of insurance against the loss of earnings due to unemployment. Displaced workers do not only forego their wages while unemployed, but are also re-employed at substantially lower wages. In the US, one fourth of the re-employed have wages that were at least 25 percent lower than in their previous job (Kling 2006 ). This wage gap is not only shown to be large, but also long lasting (Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan 1993, von Wachter, Song and Manchester 2009). Training programs during unemployment can counter the unemployed's loss in human capital driving the reduction in future wages. Spending on active labor market programs are almost equal to the cost of unemployment bene…ts in most European countries, of which on average 40 percent is spent on training programs. 1, 2 Despite their importance in practice, training programs have received little attention in the optimal unemployment insurance literature, which has analyzed the optimal design of unemployment bene…ts and taxes mostly in isolation from other unemployment policies.
This paper analyzes how mandatory training programs should be incorporated in the dynamic design of unemployment insurance. The paper aims to make three contributions. First, it shows how the introduction of training programs changes the optimal path of unemployment consumption by a¤ecting when incentives for search are desirable. Second, the paper relates the important issue of when to mandate training programs to di¤erent sources of human capital loss and questions the common practice of targeting training programs towards the long-term unemployed. Finally, the paper sheds new light on the complementarity between the insurance value of unemployment bene…ts and the potential value of training programs as an integral part of unemployment policy.
I consider an unemployed agent in an in…nite-horizon model who chooses how much search e¤ort to exert. The agent's human capital depreciates during the unemployment spell, which lowers his productivity upon reemployment. The depreciation can be countered by training e¤orts during unemployment, which are imposed by the social planner. Both training and search e¤orts are costly for the agent. If training e¤orts increase the marginal cost of search (e.g., time spent on training reduces the time available for search), the required participation to training programs implies a negative lock-in e¤ect with low exit rates when programs are intensive (Lechner, Miquel and Wunsch 2011) . I characterize the optimal unemployment insurance contract, specifying the consumption levels during unemployment and upon reemployment and the training 1 Spending on labor market programs, active and passive, averages about 3 percent of GDP in the OECD countries. 2 The impact of training programs has been estimated in the empirical literature. While there is a lot of heterogeneity in impact across di¤erent programs (Heckman et al. 1999 ), a meta-analysis of recent work by Card, Kluve and Weber (2009) suggests that training programs do have a positive long-run e¤ect.
level as a function of the length of the unemployment spell.
Without training technology, the unemployed worker can only be in one of two states. As long as human capital is high, it is worth to provide costly incentives and induce the unemployed to search for employment. The optimal provision of incentives is achieved by decreasing consumption with the length of the unemployment spell, a well-known result established by Shavell and Weiss (1979) and Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) . When the level of human capital has depreciated too much, the social planner puts the unemployed on social assistance, paying constant bene…ts without encouragement to enter employment again, as shown by Pavoni and Violante (2007) and Pavoni (2009) 
The presence of an e¤ective training technology makes that two di¤erent states are relevant; the search-and-training state and the training state. For high levels of human capital, it is optimal to induce search e¤orts, but training e¤orts may help to increase the level of human capital or to mitigate the depreciation of human capital.
For low levels of human capital, it may be optimal not to induce any search but to impose only training e¤orts to increase the job seeker's employability …rst. I focus on CARA preferences with continuous e¤ort expressed in monetary terms and show that the social's planners decision to impose training and to induce search can be analyzed separately from the optimal design of the consumption pro…le providing these search incentives. I exploit this separability to show the existence of a threshold level of human capital such that the training state is optimal below and the search-and-training state is optimal above this threshold. The training state is always followed by the searchand-training state; the social planner starts inducing the unemployed to search once the level of human capital has increased above the threshold. Moreover, the search-andtraining state is absorbent. The social planner thus never stops inducing the long-term unemployed to search, regardless of the length of the unemployment spell.
The dynamics of the optimal unemployment policy and the search incentives in particular thus crucially depend on the integration of the training policy. This translates to the optimal consumption pro…le as well. Without training, the optimal consumption pro…le is decreasing for the short-term unemployed, but becomes constant for the long-term unemployed with low human capital. With training, the optimal consumption pro…le may be constant for the short-term unemployed when they are only asked to train and no incentives for search are needed. However, consumption is always decreasing for the long-term unemployed as they are encouraged to search until they …nd employment.
Assuming binary search e¤ort, I also show that the level of human capital of the long-term unemployed converges monotonically to a unique stationary level. This implies that the optimal timing and intensity of training is entirely determined by the di¤erence between this stationary level and the level of human capital at the start of the unemployment spell. If the initial level of human capital is lower than the station-ary level, training is more intensive towards the start of unemployment. If the initial level of human capital is higher than the stationary level, training is less intensive at the start of unemployment. In both cases, the training intensity converges to the same stationary level, which exactly o¤sets the depreciation. In practice, the participation to training programs is often required to remain eligible for unemployment bene…ts like in the New Deal implemented in the United Kingdom in 1998 or extends the eligibility for unemployment bene…ts like for the "Bildungsgutschein", training vouchers recently introduced in Germany. 3 Training programs are thus mainly targeted to the long-term unemployed. The results of this analysis put this practice into question. The initial and stationary level of human capital can be related to two di¤erent sources of human capital loss discussed in the literature; the fall in human capital upon displacement and the depreciation of human capital during unemployment. The former loss depends on the importance of …rm and industry-speci…c skills that become obsolete upon job loss and reduce the employability in other sectors or industries (Neal 1995, Ljungqvist and Sargent 1998 ). This a¤ects the initial level of human capital in this model. The latter loss depends on the explicit depreciation of basic skills, work habits and con…dence during unemployment (Coles and Masters 2000, Falk et al. 2006) and determines the stationary level of human capital in this model. The analysis thus suggests that it is optimal to target mandatory training to the long-term unemployed only if the depreciation in human capital is su¢ ciently important relative to the fall upon displacement.
I also calibrate the dynamic model to perform some numerical simulations and to calculate the welfare gain from incorporating training as an unemployment policy.
The simulations suggest that the welfare gain is substantial when the initial level of human capital is relatively low, but becomes negligible when the initial level of human capital is relatively high, as the optimal training intensity is decreasing in the level of human capital. This is exactly complementary to the insurance value achieved through bene…ts and taxes, which is low when the initial level of human capital is relatively low. Training programs are thus particularly valuable when the fall in human capital upon displacement is signi…cant. However, if that is the case, participation should be required from the start of the unemployment spell.
The paper is organized as follows. I present the model in Section 2 and set up the social planner's problem in Section 3. In Section 4, I characterize the optimal dynamic unemployment policy analytically, showing …rst how the recursive problem simpli…es for CARA preferences. In Section 5, I present some numerical simulations and calculate the welfare gain from incorporating training programs as an unemployment policy. The last section concludes. The proofs are in appendix.
Related Literature A large literature has analyzed the dynamics of optimal unemployment insurance with stationary levels of human capital. A central result in this literature is that a job seeker's consumption needs to decline with the length of the unemployment spell to optimally trade-o¤ insurance and the provision of search incentives (e.g., Shavell and Weiss 1979, Hopenhayn and Nicolini 1997) . A more recent literature departs from these stationary models and models the depreciation of human capital during the unemployment spell. 4 Shimer and Werning (2006) analyze the optimal timing of consumption in a McCall search model, assuming that human capital depreciation reduces the arrival rate of job o¤ers or deteriorates the distribution of the wages being paid on the job. Pavoni and Violante (2007) and Pavoni (2009) analyze the optimal unemployment insurance contract in a model with endogenous search, assuming that the depreciation of human capital reduces the output upon re-employment and the probability to …nd employment. Since human capital depreciates, it may reach a level at which the returns to providing costly incentives for search are too low and unemployment consumption becomes constant. 5 This paper is closest to Pavoni and Violante (2007) the optimal sequencing of di¤erent unemployment policies and the consequences for the optimal consumption path. Their paper introduces social assistance and job monitoring as alternative policies to the standard unemployment policy which induces search through a wedge between employment and unemployment consumption. During job search monitoring, a cost is paid to observe and impose search e¤orts, but no incentives are needed. During social assistance, no search is induced and thus no incentives are needed either. The exogenous depreciation of human capital determines the optimal timing of these three policies, which naturally a¤ects the optimal consumption pro…le as well. Like Pavoni and Violante (2007) , I characterize the optimal dynamics of the unemployment policy but I consider training as an alternative policy. In contrast to the previous policies, the introduction of training endogenizes the change in human capital which has important consequences for the optimal consumption pro…le. Another important di¤erence is that I allow for the training policy to be implemented simultaneously with the standard unemployment policy and for the intensity of the 4 The decrease in human capital, upon displacement and during unemployment, has been central in explaining the persistence of unemployment and the European unemployment dilemma (Pissarides 1992 , Ljungqvist and Sargent 1998 , Machin and Manning 1999 , as well as the negative duration dependence of exit rates (Blanchard and Diamond 1994, Acemoglu 1995) . In general, the empirical evidence for the depreciation of human capital during unemployment is mixed. For instance, Frijters and van der Klaauw (2006) …nd that the re-employment wage distribution deteriorates signi…cantly, in particular during the …rst six months of unemployment. On the other hand, Card et al. (2007) and Van Ours and Vodopivec (2006) …nd no signi…cant e¤ect of an increase in unemployment duration on either the wage or the duration of employment in the new job. 5 In this paper, I assume that human capital only determines the output level, but …nd in the numerical simulations that results are similar when human capital directly a¤ects the search e¤ectiveness as well. Even without this direct e¤ect, the probability to become employed endogenously decreases during the unemployment spell if no training facility is available and search is continuous. policies to be changed continuously. This allows me to shed light on the optimal use of the training policy throughout the unemployment policy and how this interacts with the provision of search incentives.
Both Pavoni and Violante (2005) and Wunsch (2008) consider the introduction of a training technology in the setup of Pavoni and Violante (2007) , but rely on numerical simulations to shed light on the optimal use of the training technology in the unemployment policy. The training technology di¤ers from the technology considered in this paper. The training policy is binary and cannot be implemented together with search incentives. 6 Training e¤orts are assumed to be unobservable, just like search e¤ort, and need to be induced by rewarding the trainees with higher unemployment bene…ts when they successfully increase their observable human capital. Pavoni and Violante (2005) …nd that the training policy is mostly dominated by other policies in the simulations due to the high …xed cost of the program and the need to provide costly incentives. The e¤ectiveness of training is assumed to be low for low levels of human capital. Hence, the training program does not prevent the long-term unemployed from ending up in social assistance. Similarly, the simulations in Wunsch (2007) suggest that training needs to increase the wage level substantially for the training policy to be optimal. The training policy is more likely to be optimal for intermediate levels of creasing the search e¤ectiveness of the unemployed rather than the wage level upon re-employment. She provides a comprehensive numerical analysis based on a policy scheme in West Germany and draws several conclusions that correspond to the results established here. In particular, she …nds that e¤ective job search assistance delays and may even prevent social assistance when output upon re-employment is una¤ected by depreciations. She also …nds that job search assistance may be valuable already at the start of the unemployment spell, in particular when the job …nding rate is low. In contrast with Pavoni and Violante (2007) and my paper, these papers do not characterize the optimal transition between policies. An important contribution of my paper is to establish analytically the optimal dynamics and the convergence of the unemployment policy in the presence of a training technology. The analysis sheds new light on the determinants of the optimal training policy and how this a¤ects the optimal consumption path during the unemployment spell.
Like in most of the related papers, the characterization of the optimal consumption pro…le in this paper ignores implementation constraints. A recent literature analyzes how the optimal consumption pro…le may not be implementable if the unemployed do have savings and savings cannot be restricted (Werning 2002, Shimer and Werning 2008 ). 7 Unobservable savings a¤ect the set of consumption pro…les that are incentive 6 This is an extreme case of the model considered here when the e¤ort dimensions become extreme substitutes. 7 If the unemployed have no savings, the consumption pro…le can naturally be implemented by setting compatible with a pro…le of search e¤orts. The insights regarding the optimal training policy are still expected to generalize as the optimal design of the training policy and search e¤orts is separable from the design of the consumption pro…le inducing these search e¤orts.
Model
I consider an agent at the start of an unemployment spell. During each period of unemployment, the agent exerts e¤ort in two dimensions, search and training. Search e¤ort s increases the probability to …nd employment (s), with 0 > 0 00 and (0) = 0. 8 Once the unemployed agent has found a job, he remains employed forever. 9 Training e¤ort t increases the unemployed's human capital , which determines his production upon re-employment y ( ), with y 0 > 0 y 00 ; lim !1 y 0 ( ) = 0 and lim !0 y 0 ( ) = 1.
Training and Search E¤ort Both searching for employment and participating to training programs are costly for the agent. I assume a convex cost function (s; t)
with the cross-derivative s;t (s; t) 0. I thus allow the cost of additional search s to increase with the level of training t. This would be implied by the simple fact that time spent on training programs cannot be spent on search. To simplify the analysis, I assume that the search e¤orts are chosen by the agent, but the training e¤orts are chosen by the social planner. The unemployment policy thus a¤ects the unemployed's incentives to search for employment both through the insurance the policy provides and the training it imposes. 10 I assume that all costs related to the training program are captured by the cost function (s; t). 11 Preferences The per-period utility during unemployment and employment are denoted by u(c; (s; t)) and u e (c e ) respectively, where c and c e are the consumption unemployment bene…ts and taxes accordingly. Notice that nearly half of job losers in the United States report zero liquid wealth at the time of job loss (Chetty 2008) . 8 For the convergence analysis in Section 4.3, I assume that search e¤ort is binary, s 2 f0; sg. For convenience, I only consider the continuous expressions in the setup of the model. 9 I only model incentive problems during one unemployment spell. The probability of displacement after re-employment would be captured by a lower (expected) output level upon re-employment y ( ) and would not a¤ect the analysis otherwise. See Wang and Williamson (1996) , Zhao (2000) and Hopenhayn and Nicolini (2009) for a treatment of moral hazard on the job and multiple unemployment spells. 1 0 Relaxing this assumption would complicate the analysis as the unemployed's decision to train would interact with his decision to search. Notice, however, that the unemployment policy does not distort the incentives to exert training e¤ort as long as the unemployed capture the resulting increase in productivity when employed. For a …xed search level, the social planner and unemployed agent would then choose the same level of training. 1 1 In addition to the private e¤ort cost of participation, training programs may also have …nancial costs (potentially negative if trainees are temporarily employed in public jobs). In any case, the agent's net consumption c (s; t) in the optimal policy is the same when either the agent or the social planner pays this cost since the monetary transfer between the agent and social planner will adjust accordingly. levels during unemployment and upon re-employment respectively. The expected lifetime utility for an agent who starts in unemployment at time = 0 equals u(c 0 ; (s 0 ; t 0 )) + 
Without training, the human capital of long-term unemployed converges to 0 for which there is no added-value of being employed, i.e., y (0) = 0. Training e¤orts counter the depreciation and may even increase the level of human capital during the unemployment spell, +1 > . The concavity of the output function y ( ) and the convexity of the cost function (s; t) cause the net return to training to be decreasing in human capital and training respectively. The Inada condition on the output function lim !1 y 0 ( ) = 0 implies that the return to training is bounded. Finally, I assume that no training technology is available during employment such that the level of human capital remains constant once re-employed. 12 Notice that while I only model the depreciation in human capital explicitly, I characterize the optimal contract as a function of the level of human capital at the start of the unemployment spell, which may capture the fall in human 1 2 This assumption speaks more to an environment where training is necessary to make or keep the unemployed 'employable'. The opportunity cost of training may well be higher on the job than during unemployment. Moreover, the employer may not be willing to provide training on the job when it cannot capture the rents of training.
capital upon job loss.
Social Planner' s Problem
The social planner designs an integrated unemployment policy combining three instruments which can vary with the length of the unemployment spell: unemployment consumption c, employment consumption c e and training t. I assume that the agent's level of human capital at the start of the unemployment spell 0 is known to the social planner and allow the unemployment policy to be contingent on this starting level. 13 Following the dual approach as in Spear and Srivastava (1987) , I characterize the unemployment policy that provides this agent with a promised level of expected life-time utility V 0 at the lowest expected cost. I consider the optimal policy for any pair (V 0 ; 0 ).
A policy maker's choice of V 0 will depend on her budget constraint, but may depend on the unemployed agent's human capital as well. To provide insurance against the drop in human capital upon displacement, the policy maker may make the promised utility V 0 dependent on the worker's human capital before rather than after displacement.
Rather than writing the optimal contract as a function of the length of the unemployment spell, I determine the optimal contract recursively. The recursive problem has only two state variables: the unemployed agent's current level of human capital and the expected life-time utility promised last period to the unemployed agent V .
At any point during the unemployment spell, these two state variables summarize all relevant aspects of the agent's unemployment history. I thus characterize the optimal policy variables fc(V; ); V e (V; ); V u (V; ); s(V; ); t(V; )g that minimize the expected cost of the unemployment policy assigning expected life-time utility level V to the unemployed individual with human capital . The policy functions V e (V; ) and V u (V; ) determine the promised utilities when respectively employed and unemployed in the next period. 14 The optimal contract solves
1 3 I thus ignore unobservable heterogeneity in human capital across job seekers in this analysis. If the social planner were restricted to one plan, he would focus on the starting human capital level of some representative agent. 1 4 The optimal contract as a function of the spell length can be found by calculating the optimal sequence of state variable pairs (V +1; +1) = (V u (V ; ) ; (1 ) + t (V ; )) starting from (V0; 0) and evaluating the optimal consumption levels and training e¤orts for each of these vectors. The cost this period is equal to the unemployment consumption level c. The expected cost from tomorrow on depends on whether the agent …nds work today, the respective promised utilities V e and V u and the new level of human capital. The social planner is constrained to o¤er a contract for which the agent's expected utility is equal to V . This is captured by the promise-keeping constraint (P C). The incentive compatibility constraint (IC) captures the fact that agent's search e¤ort is unobserved. He chooses this to maximize his own expected utility taking the unemployment policy as given.
The …rst-order condition for incentive compatibility of the contract implies
with strict inequality only if s = 0. The agent exerts no e¤ort when his marginal return to search is negative for s = 0. If the social planner wants to induce the agent to exert costly search e¤orts s > 0, she needs to refrain from providing full insurance and to create a wedge between V e and V u . 15 The expected cost for the social planner to assign V e to the agent after he has found employment, equals
such that u e (c e )= (1 ) = V e . Once the agent is re-employed, it is optimal to give the same level of consumption in every future period. Hence,
The …rst term of the value function equals the present value of a constant consumption
) that provides the corresponding promised utility level.
The second part of the value function equals the present value of the worker's output stream.
Optimal Insurance Contract
In this section, I characterize analytically how the optimal policy changes during the unemployment spell. This depends on when during the unemployment spell one of two 1 5 In the binary case with s 2 f0; sg, the agent only exerts positive e¤ort if
states is optimal: the training state, during which training e¤ort is imposed, but no search e¤ort is induced (t > 0; s = 0); the search-and-training state, during which search e¤ort is induced and training may be imposed (t 0; s > 0). I characterize the optimal policy pro…le for a given state and the optimal transition between the two states. I show that the optimal policy starts in the training state when the unemployed worker's human capital is too low initially, but converges to the search-and-training state. The long-term unemployed maintain a positive level of human capital and continue to be encouraged to leave unemployment. Restricting the analysis to binary search e¤ort, I show that the level of human capital of the long-term unemployed converges monotonically to a unique, positive level.
CARA Preferences with Monetary Costs
I …rst establish two preliminary results for CARA preferences with monetary costs of e¤ort, which are exploited in the further analysis. First, the cost of the optimal policy is additive in the promised utility V and the level of human capital , C (V; )
Second, the decision how much training to impose and search to induce can be analyzed separately from the decision how to structure the consumption pro…le to provide these search incentives optimally.
When an individual's absolute risk aversion is independent of his consumption level,
an equal increase in all consumption levels, today and in the future, during employment and unemployment, leaves the margins for search unchanged. Since u(x + y) = u(x)u(y) and u(x) = u 0 (x) with CARA preferences, the promised utilities V e and V u and marginal utility u 0 (c ) are all rescaled by u(") after an "-increase in all consumption levels. Hence, the marginal return to search,
and thus the chosen search e¤ort s remains unchanged after an equal increase in all consumption levels. As a consequence, the optimal response to an increase in promised utility V is to increase all consumption levels by the same amount, regardless of the level of human capital. The value function C (V; ) determining the minimum cost of the optimal policy for an unemployed worker is therefore additive in the promised utility V and the level of human capital , just like for an employed worker.
Proposition 1 For CARA preferences with monetary cost of e¤ orts, the value function equals
where g( ) = max
subject to (P C) and (IC) and
The expected cost of the optimal policy for an unemployed worker has similar components as for an employed worker. Like in the case of an employed worker, the …rst term of C(V; ) equals the present value of a constant consumption stream that provides the corresponding promised utility level V . The second term g ( ) = (1 ) represents the expected present value of an unemployed job seeker's human capital, which now equals the present value of his expected output stream net of the expected cost of search and training e¤ort exerted during unemployment and the expected cost of the consumption risk imposed to provide incentives. These di¤erent components appear clearly in the Bellman equation (4) characterizing g ( ). With probability (s), the job seeker …nds employment and realizes the output stream y 0 from the next period on.
With probability 1 (s), the job seeker remains unemployed. While unemployed, the job seeker needs to be compensated for his e¤ort cost (s; t) and the consumption risk she faces. The cost of the consumption risk is captured by the risk premium (s; t).
As shown in equation (5), this premium equals the cost of the minimum deviation from perfect consumption smoothing that is required to induce search e¤ort s subject to the promise-keeping constraint. The risk premium depends on the e¤ort levels, but not on the level of human capital or the promised utility V . The risk premium is increasing in the induced search e¤ort s and equals 0 for s = 0. When not inducing search, there is no reason to deviate from perfect consumption smoothing. 16 The risk premium also depends on the training e¤ort t, but only if s;t 6 = 0. When search and training e¤orts are substitutes, s;t > 0, the premium increases in the training intensity t.
Since the cost of consumption risk is independent of the wealth level for CARA preferences, the risk premium is independent of the promised utility level V . Hence, the promised utility level a¤ects the consumption level, but does not a¤ect the optimal search and training policies. The risk premium does not depend directly on the level of human capital either. While the level of human capital is crucial in determining the optimal search and training policies, the optimal consumption pro…le for those e¤ort levels is independent of the level of human capital. As a consequence, for any search and training pro…le, the optimal consumption path can be determined independently of .
Corollary 1 For CARA preferences with monetary cost of e¤ orts, the optimal search and training policy do not depend on the promised utility level. Conditional on the optimal search and training policy, the optimal consumption policy does not depend on the human capital level.
The structure of the problem thus allows us to analyze optimal search and training policies in separation of the optimal consumption policy. The …rst-order conditions for the e¤ort levels imply that
with strictly inequality only if t = 0 and s = 0 in the respective equations. The …rst-order condition for the training intensity clearly shows the trade-o¤ the social planner faces. Training increases the e¤ort cost (s; t) and potentially the cost from providing search incentives (s; t). However, training also increases the job seeker's level of human capital, which increases the production level as soon as he …nds employment, either in the next period or in any future period. The gain thus depends on the weighted sum of marginal products, (s)
An increase in the search intensity increases the e¤ort cost and the consumption risk needed to induce the higher search level. However, higher search e¤ort also results in a higher probability of employment. The gain from search thus depends on the di¤erence between the actual production value of human capital and the potential value for an unemployed job seeker, y( 0 ) g( 0 ). When the production value of human capital becomes very low, the potential value of the job seeker's human capital could exceed the actual production value, because of the opportunity to increase human capital through training.
Optimal Transition between States
I now characterize when either the training state (t > 0; s = 0) or the search-andtraining state (t 0; s > 0) is optimal and how the optimal unemployment policy transits between these two states.
The following decomposition proves useful. In a …rst step, I derive the training policy that maximizes the job seeker's expected net value for a given search pro…le s = fs g =0;1;::: . The search pro…le speci…es for each period the job seeker's search e¤ort s when still unemployed. That is,
using s fs 0 ; s 1 g and 0 = (1 ) + t. In a second step, I compare the expected net value of all feasible search pro…les and select the search pro…le associated with the highest expected net value,
By …xing the search pro…le in the …rst step, the recursive problem simpli…es to a one-dimensional stochastic problem for which standard results apply. I introduce the following assumption.
Assumption 1 Output y ( ) is concave in , e¤ ort cost (s; t) is convex in t and the rivalry between search and training is limited, i.e., s;t (s; t) 2 0; s;t for all (s; t) and some s;t > 0.
Both the concavity of the production function y ( ) and the convexity of the cost function (s; t) in t are natural assumptions. The limited rivalry between search and training serves two purposes. First, the analysis requires the convexity of the sum of the costs (s; t) + (s; t) in t and s;t (s; t) + s;t (s; t) 0. The curvature of the risk premium is a complicated object depending on both higher order derivatives of the cost and utility function. However, the risk premium (s; t) depends on the training intensity t only if s;t 6 = 0. The curvature of the risk premium will therefore be of second order relative to the curvature of the cost function when s;t is small. We can thus always …nd a positive upper bound s;t such that it is su¢ cient (but not necessary) to assume that s;t s;t . Second, the limited rivalry simpli…es the analysis by excluding cycles of human capital around a particular level with the optimal policy alternating between period(s) of inducing search and period(s) of training to restore the level of human capital.
Lemma 1 If Assumption 1 holds, the subvalue function g ( js) is concave in .
The concavity of the value function implies that an increase in human capital is more valuable when human capital is low. This is crucial in determining the desirability of di¤erent unemployment policies. In particular, I show below how the use of the training state (i.e., t > 0, s = 0) in the unemployment policy is desirable if and only if human capital is low. The following Lemma establishes the 'only if'-part of the statement.
Lemma 2 Consider the optimal search pro…le s for 0 given Assumption 1. The introduction of a training period before this policy, s 0; = f0; s g, can be an improvement only if < 0 . If a training period is optimal at , human capital increases during that period and never drops below afterwards.
The value of adding a training period at the start of an unemployment policy with search pro…le s is captured by the di¤erence between the subvalue functions g ( j f0; s g) and g ( js ). The Lemma shows that the value-added of such training period is higher for lower levels of human capital. The reason is that the marginal value of human capital is lower when adding a training period due to the fact that the productive use of human capital is deferred by at least one period. Moreover, since a job seeker misses an opportunity to leave unemployment during the training state, such policy can only be optimal if it actually increases the job seeker's human capital.
This also implies that if for some level of human capital the optimal policy actually prescribes the training state, the job seeker's human capital will not drop below that level in the remaining unemployment spell.
The gain from inducing search depends on the di¤erence between the actual production value of a job seeker's human capital and the potential net value, y ( ) g ( ).
The optimality of the training state for a particular level of human capital 0 would imply that this gain is small relative to the cost from inducing search. This follows immediately from the …rst-order condition with respect to search (see equation (7)).
The following Lemma shows that the gain from searching is smaller for lower levels of human capital < 0 , i.e., y 0 ( ) g 0 ( ) > 0. This implies that inducing search would not be desirable for this lower range of human capital levels either. Notice that the marginal value of human capital for an unemployed agent g 0 ( ) is fully determined by the additional production value if the agent were to …nd employment. That is, by the envelope theorem, this marginal value is equal to the expected present value of the resulting increase in output upon re-employment,
where e and denote respectively the probability of employment and the output level at time given the optimal policy. The strict inequality in (8) follows from the positive discounting and depreciation. The weak inequality follows from the concavity of y ( ) and the optimality of the training state at implying that the future level of human capital never drops below this level. Hence, this implies y 0 ( ) > g 0 ( ).
Lemma 3 Consider the optimal policy for 0 > 0 given Assumption 1. If the optimal policy starts in the training state, then it cannot be optimal to induce positive search at the start of the spell for any < 0 .
Lemma 2 and 3 together imply the existence of a cut-o¤ such that an unemployed agent with a lower level of human capital starts in the training state and remains in the training state until he increased his level of human capital above this cut-o¤. When the agent's human capital is above this cut-o¤, the search-and-training state is optimal and the unemployed agent will be encouraged to search for employment. The agent remains exposed to positive training e¤orts and his level of human capital will never again drop below the cut-o¤ level . Once the search-and-training state becomes optimal, it thus remains optimal for the remainder of the unemployment spell. Notice that there may be a lower cut-o¤ < such that for agents with lower human capital the training e¤orts required to make the agent su¢ ciently employable (and thus to exceed the cut-o¤ level ) are too high. The optimal policy would thus never impose training e¤orts, nor induce search e¤orts and this from the start of the unemployment spell.
Hence, the value of the agent's human capital g ( ) equals 0 for < . I disregard this trivial outcome assuming that the training technology is e¤ective such that even for agents with low human capital the potential production value is greater than zero, i.e.,
Proposition 2 Given an e¤ ective training technology and Assumption 1, the optimal unemployment policy starts in the training state if and only if human capital is below a cut-o¤ level . The training state is always followed by the absorbent search-andtraining state.
The optimal sequence of states shows that the optimal design of the dynamic unemployment policy crucially depends on the presence of an e¤ective training technology.
The fact that the search-and-training state is absorbent implies that even the longterm unemployed exit unemployment with positive probability. The optimal policy thus never gives up on the unemployed and continues to induce them to …nd employment. When no training facility is available, the depreciation of human capital causes the production level to be too small compared to the cost of inducing search after a …nite time of unemployment. Hence, the unemployed enter social assistance, an absorbent policy that pays constant welfare payments and does not encourage the 
Convergence and Optimal Training Policy
In this Section I analyze the convergence of the optimal unemployment policy. I …nd that the optimal policy converges to a stationary state which maintains a positive level of human capital. The di¤erence between this stationary level and the level at the start of the unemployment spell fully determines the optimal timing of training during the unemployment spell. To keep the analysis tractable, I assume that search e¤ort can only take two values, s 2 f0; sg and the level s is such that the training state is optimal below and the absorbing search-and-training state is optimal above a positive cut-o¤ , like in Proposition 2. The restriction to binary search causes the optimal search policy to be stationary during the search-and-training state, s = f sg =0;1;::: . While this simpli…es the analysis, the forces driving convergence identi…ed below do not depend on the binary nature of search e¤ort. The numerical simulations in Section 5 suggest that the dynamics generalize for continuous search e¤ort.
The net change in human capital during the search-and-training state depends both on the optimal training policy t ( j s) and the depreciation rate ,
By implicit di¤erentiation of the …rst-order condition with respect to training (see equation (6)), we …nd that the optimal training intensity is decreasing in the level of human capital,
The expression is negative since both the production function y ( ) and the value function g ( ) are concave in and the sum of the cost functions (s; t) + (s; t) is convex in t. Since the optimal training e¤orts are decreasing in , while the depreciation is increasing in , the net change in human capital is decreasing in . As a consequence, the level of human capital converges for the job seekers who remain unemployed to a unique stationary level . The optimal policy thus converges to a stationary state during which the same level of human capital is maintained through training t = .
In this stationary state, the …rst-order condition for the training intensity simpli…es to
The marginal bene…t from training in the stationary state depends on the increase in production upon re-employment y 0 ( ), where the discounting re ‡ects that training e¤orts add to a stock of human capital that depreciates while unemployed. 18 From condition (9), we also …nd t 0 ( ) (1 ) . The decrease in the optimal training policy for higher levels of human capital is thus small relative to the depreciation rate.
This implies that the net change in human capital becomes smaller when approaching the stationary level. The convergence to the stationary state is therefore monotone.
Proposition 3 Given a binary search level s 2 f0; sg and Assumption 1, the optimal 1 8 A necessary condition for a positive stationary level is that
which is implied by the Inada condition lim !0 y 0 ( ) = 1.
unemployment policy converges to a unique, stationary policy. The convergence of human capital is monotone.
The monotone convergence implies that the training pro…le is also monotone during the search-and-training state. The optimal timing of training during unemployment is fully determined by the di¤erence between the level of human capital at the start of the unemployment spell 0 and the stationary level of human capital .
Corollary 2 If 0 , training is more intensive for the long-term unemployed. If 0 < , training is more intensive for the short-term unemployed, except when 0 < so that training initially increases during the training state. The total training e¤ ort an unemployed worker expects to be exposed to is decreasing in his initial level of human capital 0 .
If human capital is relatively high at the start ( 0 ), the training intensity is lower and possibly equal to zero at the beginning of the unemployment spell. While the value of training is initially low, it increases as human capital depreciates. If human capital is relatively low at the start ( 0 < ), the opposite happens. Training is very intensive at the beginning of the unemployment spell and becomes less intensive during the unemployment spell. If human capital is too low at the start ( 0 < ), the unemployed agent starts in the training state and only exerts training e¤ort. In the training state, the intensity of training is initially increasing over time. With no immediate employment prospects, deferring training is desirable because the e¤ect of training depreciates over time and the cost of future training is discounted. This follows from the Euler equation characterizing the training pro…le during the training state,
Since no job seeker exits unemployment during the training state and a job seeker stays for longer in the training state when his initial level of human capital is lower, the total training e¤ort he expects to exert during the unemployment spell is higher as well.
When search is not binary, the substitutability between search and training e¤orts also becomes important during the search-and-training state. Since search e¤orts are more valuable for higher human capital, we expect more search to be induced when human capital is higher. The change in training intensity during the unemployment spell is expected to be more pronounced, the more training increases the marginal cost of search. I explore this further in the numerical simulations in Section 5.
The di¤erence between the level at the start of the spell 0 and the stationary level can be related to the relative importance of two potential sources driving the loss of human capital: the fall in human capital upon displacement re ‡ected in 0 (e.g., obsolete …rm-speci…c and industry-speci…c skills) and the depreciation of human capital during unemployment re ‡ected in (e.g., detachment from the labor market, loss of work habits,...). 19 The analysis suggests that if the fall in human capital upon displacement becomes more important, relative to the depreciation of human capital during unemployment, training should be targeted more to the short-term unemployed than to the long-term unemployed. The opposite is desirable only if the long-term unemployed are particularly unemployable relative to the short-term unemployed. In practice, training requirements are often imposed on the long-term unemployed. Only after some time in unemployment, one needs to enroll in particular training programs to remain eligible for unemployment bene…ts. 20 Not all programs have this particular focus on the long-term unemployed. In some countries, training is subsidized from the start of the unemployment spell and the unemployed are allowed to refuse jobs o¤ered by the Public Employment Service if they enroll in these training programs. When o¤ered from the start of the unemployment spell, training is often aimed at young people or at large groups of workers who have been displaced as a result of industrial restructuring (e.g. public training programs in Germany after the uni…cation). This seems consistent with the model's recommendation, as the human capital of these groups may be particularly low or have dropped due to their job loss. 21 
Optimal Consumption Policy
The optimal path of consumption depends crucially on when it is optimal to provide search incentives. In the training state, the unemployed policy provides no search incentives and perfectly smooths the agent's consumption, as in the …rst best. In the search-and-training state, the social planner induces the unemployed to search for a job at the expense of consumption smoothing. Since the presence of the training technology changes the convergence and transition between states, the optimal consumption pro…le is a¤ected as well.
I …rst characterize the optimal consumption dynamics during the training state and the search-and-training state. As discussed before, the promised utilities are chosen to minimize the cost of the consumption risk to which the job seeker is exposed to induce search. To analyze how this a¤ects the optimal consumption pro…le when the search level is endogenously chosen as well, it proves useful to study the dynamics of the Lagrange multiplier on the promise-keeping constraint . This multiplier equals the shadow cost of the promised utility C V (V; ) and is constant in the …rst-best.
Proposition 4
In the training state, ; = +1 = 0. In the search-and-training state, ; = +1 > 0:
From the …rst-order condition F OC c and the envelope condition EC V , we …nd the following Euler equation,
Higher promised utility at + 1 relaxes the promise-keeping constraint at , but also decreases the incentives to search for a job at . Hence, at the optimum, the shadow price of promised utility at + 1 equals the shadow price of promised utility at minus its impact on incentives for search at . In the training state, no search is induced and the Lagrange multiplier on the incentive compatibility constraint equals zero. Hence, the shadow price of V remains constant during this training phase of the unemployment spell, like in the …rst best. In the search-and-training state, the social planner induces the unemployed to search for a job by giving up insurance. The incentive compatibility constraint is thus binding and the Lagrange multiplier on the incentive compatibility constraint is positive, regardless of the presence of training. The shadow price of V thus decreases during unemployment in the search-and-training state.
The Proposition applies for more general preferences. However, in the case of CARA preferences, the shadow cost C V (V; ) is increasing in the promised utility V and independent of the level of human capital, by Proposition 1. The optimal unemployment policy thus prescribes that the expected life-time utility for an unemployed job seeker decreases the longer he is unemployed during the search-and-training state. This re‡ects the well-known result that search today should not only be induced by immediate rewards, creating a wedge between after-tax wages and unemployment bene…ts, but the incentives should be spread over all future periods of unemployment (Shavell and Weiss 1979) . The introduction of a training program does not change this result. However, the training policy changes when inducing search is desirable. In particular, the training technology reverses when during the unemployment spell it is optimal not to induce any search and thus when consumption can be fully smoothed. This is related to the analysis before. Propositions 2 and 4 together imply that if it is ever optimal to fully smooth consumption, it will be for the short-term unemployed. For the long-term unemployed, it will always be optimal to give up consumption smoothing to induce search e¤orts. Notice that the training policy also a¤ects how much search is desirable. Since training mitigates the depreciation in human capital, it generally reduces the need to induce search and thus may allow to smooth consumption more, which is further explored in the numerical simulations.
Corollary 3 For CARA preferences with monetary cost of e¤ ort, the net-consumption during unemployment is constant in the training state. Net-consumption during unem-ployment and upon re-employment is decreasing with the length of the unemployment spell in the stationary state.
In the training state, the promised utility V remains constant, which results in constant net-consumption c during the earliest stage of the unemployment spell.
During the search-and-training state, the promised utility V decreases, but this does not necessarily result in decreasing net-consumption c . The desired level of search may increase in later periods and higher net-consumption would reduces the marginal utility cost u 0 (c ) s of inducing those search levels. 22 However, when the optimal search level is constant -during the stationary state or when search is binary -net consumption will thus be decreasing in the length of the unemployment spell. For CARA preferences, this decrease will be linear, as previously shown in Werning (2002) and Spinnewijn (2009) . 23 Notice that the optimal contract makes both consumption during unemployment and upon re-employment dependent on the length of the unemployment spell, to spread incentives optimally over all future states, including employment (Hopenhayn and Nicolini 1997). The consumption levels during unemployment and upon re-employment are, however, disconnected from the actual productivity level as the social planner wants to provide insurance against the loss of human capital. This also a¤ects the implementation of the optimal consumption path. That is, decreasing consumption levels do not necessarily imply that taxes upon re-employment will increase with the length of the unemployment spell. 24 
Numerical Simulations
In this section, I calibrate the dynamic model to calculate the optimal unemployment insurance contract numerically. The numerical exercise sheds further light on the dynamics of the di¤erent policy variables, in particular on the optimal timing of training and search during the unemployment spell and the consequence for the optimal path of consumption. The analysis illustrates the robust order of policy states and con…rms the global convergence to a unique stationary state for continuous search e¤ort. The simulation also suggests that the value-added of the optimal training policy is complementary to the value of an unemployment insurance policy without training. The . Hence, a decreasing shadow cost always results in decreasing unemployment consumption. 2 3 The fact that the provision of incentives results in ever decreasing expected utility for the long-term unemployed, and thus ever decreasing consumption for CARA preferences, of course assumes that there is no lower bound on the expected utility (see Pavoni 2007) , for instance coming from limited liability or political constraints. 2 4 If human capital decreases during the unemployment spell, taxes may initially decrease, but then start increasing when human capital approaches the stationary level. Similarly, the optimal unemployment replacement rate with respect to the potential wage does not necessarily evolve monotonically during unemployment.
welfare gain from the optimal integrated unemployment policy is U-shaped in the level of human capital of the unemployed.
The numerical methodology is based on value function iteration with discretization of the state space. As shown in Lemma 1 for CARA preferences, the e¤ect of V on the value function is known, since it only a¤ects the level of consumption. The relevant state space is thus one-dimensional, with the optimal training policy and consumption di¤erences only depending on the human capital, but not on the promised utility. 
Calibration

CARA Preferences
The unit of time is set to be one month and the monthly discount factor = 0:996 to match an annual discount factor of 0:95. The constant coe¢ cient of absolute risk aversion is set equal to = 2.
Human Capital Depreciation Human capital depreciates exponentially at a monthly depreciation rate = 0:0135, following Pavoni and Violante (2007) . Human capital determines output upon re-employment, y( ) = ! with ! < 1.
Search Costs and Returns
The probability to …nd a job as a function of the continuous search e¤ort s equals (s) = 1 exp( s), following Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) . I assume a convex monetary cost of search 0 s 1 . The parameters ; 0 ; 1 and ! are chosen as follows. The calibrated model -evaluated for an insurance contract approximating the current US unemployment insurance system (i.e. a replacement rate of 50 percent for 6 months) -matches two empirical moments; the simulated exit rate equals 0:2, matching the sample exit rate in Spinnewijn (2009) , the simulated elasticity in the exit rate with respect to a change in bene…ts equals 0:5, matching the empirical evidence summarized in Krueger and Meyer (2002) . Next to matching these two standard moments, I normalize the stationary level of human capital in the optimal scheme to 1 and assume that the total search cost is such that a job seeker is willing 
Optimal Training and Search
I …rst analyze the interaction between the imposed training and induced search e¤orts and its determinants. Figure 1 represents the optimal levels of training and search as a function of the level of human capital. In line with Proposition 2, the unemployed agent is in the training state if his human capital is lower than = :46. For levels above, the agent is induced to search and at the same time required to exert training e¤ort. At the stationary level = 1, the induced exit rate is positive and the increase in human capital due to training z t ( ) equals the depreciation .
The simulation illustrates the substitutability between training and search during the search-and-training state itself. The required training e¤ort is decreasing in the level of human capital (and eventually converges to 0), while the induced search e¤ort is increasing in the level of human capital. Search is more valuable when human capital is high, whereas training is more valuable when human capital is low. An increase in the cross-derivative s;t increases the rivalry between training and search e¤orts. This makes it more likely that the social planner either imposes intensive training programs or induce intensive search and also decreases the level of human capital maintained in the stationary state. This is illustrated in Figure 2 , showing the policy functions for a lower and higher value of s;t . The substitutability between training and search is not due to the assumption that training does not a¤ect the exit rate directly. Figure 3 shows the respective policy functions when
such that not only the output level, but also the exit rate depends directly on the level of human capital ( s; > 0). The optimal exit rate is more responsive to human capital, while the optimal level of training is higher overall, particularly for low levels and high levels of human capital in the search-and-training state.
The e¤ectiveness of training policies varies substantially across di¤erent programs (Heckman et al. 1999 ) and this naturally a¤ects the training intensity; if the impact of training z decreases, the desired level of training is lower. The cut-o¤ level below which the training state is optimal decreases as well. The optimal level of search is now higher, since leaving unemployment is the only way to avoid the depreciation of human capital. This is illustrated in Figure 4 in Appendix. The search policy function not only shifts up, but also to the left, as the parameter value for z decreases.
However, since human capital decreases more rapidly with less e¤ective training, the long-term unemployed search less. Hence, the impact of training e¤ectiveness on the expected unemployment duration is ambiguous. Some empirical evidence (Black et al. 2003) suggest that the anticipation of the participation to training programs decreases the unemployment duration in practice. However, training plays no deterring role here. The social planner can discourage the unemployed from remaining unemployed by lowering future unemployment bene…ts instead and actually increase its revenues.
Training has no impact on output, the social planner will not impose or threaten to impose any training. 
Optimal Dynamics
The dynamics of the optimal unemployment policy crucially depend on whether the initial human capital level 0 is higher or lower than the stationary level and, if lower, whether the initial level is above or below the cut-o¤ . I show the optimal dynamics for di¤erent starting values 0 in the three respective regions; [0; ), [ ; ) and [ ; 1).
The change in human capital during the unemployment spell depends on di¤er-ence between the gain in human capital due to the training e¤orts and the loss in human capital due to depreciation. From Figure 1 , it follows that human capital will increase when it is below and decrease when it is above . Figure 5 shows how the unemployed's human capital evolves with the length of the unemployment spell for the di¤erent values of 0 . In line with Propositions 3, the convergence is global and monotone. Regardless of the initial level, human capital converges to the positive, stationary level for the long-term unemployed. Figure 6 shows the associated optimal training path. If human capital is high at the start ( 0 ), the training intensity starts low, but increases during the unemployment spell. If human capital is low at the start ( 0 < ), the training intensity starts high, but decreases during the unemployment spell. When human capital is too low at the start ( 0 < ), the training intensity initially increases during the training state, but starts decreasing once passes . When the unemployed worker starts without any valued human capital, this training stage takes more than twenty months, as shown in the right panel of Figure 6 .
The panels in Figure 6 also show the duration-dependence of the exit rates, for which the trend is opposite to the training intensity. The desirability to induce search determines the optimal path of consumption during unemployment and upon re-employment. In the absence of a training technology, the consumption scheme is the social planner's only instrument to both insure the unemployed and provide incentives for search. Since training mitigates the e¤ect of human capital depreciation, it reduces the need for search for a given level of human capital. This generally allows the social planner to focus more on insurance and smooth the marginal utility of consumption.
Net-consumption will not be as rapidly decreasing in the beginning of the unemployment spell, particularly when it is optimal to impose intensive training as shown in the center panel of Figure 7 . This suggests that training as an active labor market policy is more complementary to a continental European unemployment insurance scheme with low incentives for search (high and slowly decreasing bene…ts) than to the US unemployment insurance scheme with high incentives for search (low and rapidly decreasing bene…ts).
Welfare Gains
To evaluate the advantages of training programs for unemployment policies, I compare the welfare gains from the optimal schemes with and without training programs. I calculate the welfare gain as a function of the level of human capital at the start of the unemployment spell. I set the expected cost for the two schemes equal to the calibrated expected cost of the current US unemployment insurance scheme, which depends on the starting level of human capital. Under normal economic conditions, the scheme provides a monthly unemployment bene…t for a maximum duration of six months of about 50 percent of the pre-unemployment earnings. I set the monthly preunemployment earnings equal to 1, which is the output level to which the long-term unemployed converge given the optimal contract. The welfare gains are expressed in terms of the per-period consumption an unemployed job seeker without insurance is willing to pay for the unemployment insurance scheme. Figure 8 shows the welfare gain as a function of the level of human capital at the start of unemployment for three di¤erent schemes: the optimal scheme with training, the optimal scheme without training and the current scheme. By construction, the optimal scheme which allows for the use of training dominates the optimal scheme without training, and both schemes dominate the current scheme. However, the relative welfare gains are very di¤erent depending on the initial level of human capital.
Although the e¤ectiveness of training remains unchanged, the additional welfare gain from introducing training is negligible for high starting levels of human capital, while it is very large for low starting levels of human capital. The gain increases exponentially up to twenty percent of the stationary output level as 0 decreases. The pattern is opposite for the welfare gain from …nancial insurance. Both the value of the current scheme and the additional value of the optimal insurance scheme without training are increasing in the starting level of human capital. As human capital is higher, the output upon re-employment y ( ) is higher, which increases both the willingness to pay for unemployment bene…ts and the scope for consumption smoothing.
The welfare analysis suggests that training is complementary as an unemployment policy, creating high value when …nancial insurance falls short. This results in the U-shape for the optimal policy's welfare gain as a function of human capital. This also implies that if the conditions apply under which it is optimal to increase the training intensity during the unemployment spell (i.e., 0 > ), the introduction of training programs may add very little value to an unemployment insurance scheme that is optimally designed. This questions the focus on the long-term unemployed by many training policies implemented in practice. 
Conclusion
The secular trend of increasing production mobility, technological innovations and shifts Notice that without political constraints, the social planner would always prefer to deter the unemployed by threatening to lower the monetary transfers rather than by imposing ine¤ective training programs. Moreover, if a menu of schedules could be o¤ered, requiring intensive training from the start in the schedule designed for the job seekers with low human capital is not likely to encourage job seekers with high human capital to pretend they have low human capital.
The introduction of training programs also changes the optimal design of the consumption scheme. The integrated approach of the di¤erent aspects of unemployment policies is thus crucial. Firms may play an important role as well. The loss of skills increases the importance of inducing …rms to internalize the costs of displacing workers.
Firms could also be subsidized by governments to hire and train low-skilled workers who are not employable otherwise. The analysis here has shed light on the subsidy governments should be willing to pay for …rms to play this role.
Appendix: Proofs and Derivations
First Order and Envelope Conditions. The optimal contract solves C(V; ) = min c;V u ;V e ;s;t c + h (s)
where and denote the Lagrange multipliers on the individual rationality constraint and incentive compatibility constraint respectively.
For an interior solution, the …rst order conditions are
The envelope conditions are
Proof of Proposition 1. The optimal consumption level for a promised value V e when employed equals c e = 1 ln( V e (1 )). Hence,
For the value function during unemployment, I rewrite the problem in terms of V e = V e =V , V u = V u =V and V u = u=V . This implies the unemployment consumption
, which is additive in V . The P C and IC constraints are independent of the state variable V ,
Following the expression for the value function upon re-employment, I now make the following guess for the value function during unemployment,
for some function g( ). For this guess, the Bellman equation equals
1 g subject to P C and IC, with 0 = (1 ) + t. Isolating the promised utility V , this can be rewritten as
, subject to P C and IC. The value function is thus additive in V and . Since the P C and IC constraints are also independent of V , this con…rms our guess with
Since the optimal controls f ; s; tg do not depend on V , an increase in V results in an equal increase in all consumption levels. We also see that the terms containing in the objective function are separable from , while the P C and IC constraint are independent of . Hence, we can write
(1 ) (s; t)
(1 ) min 1 ln(
This corresponds to expression (4) in the proposition with (s; t) min 1 ln(
Rewriting this in terms of promised utility levels, using V e = V e =V , V u = V u =V and V u = u=V , we …nd expression (5) in the Proposition. This minimization is subject to the P C and IC constraints. Notice that for s = 0, it is optimal to set u = (1 ) and V e = V u = 1 such that (0; t) = 0. For an interior solution, we can substitute the constraints into the objective function,
and …nd the unconstrained optimization,
which depends on only one control variable, V u = u . From the above expression, we can infer how (s; t) depends on t. From the envelope condition with respect to t, we …nd t (s; t) = (s) 0 (s) s;t (s; t)
Hence, t (s; t) 0 if and only if s;t (s; t) 0. While the …rst-order derivative t (s; t)
has a simple form due to the envelope condition, the second-order derivative tt (s; t) and the cross-derivative s;t (s; t) are a complicated function depending on the relative size of higher-order derivatives of the cost and utility function. However, it is clear that tt (s; t) = s;t (s; t) = 0 if s;t (s; t) = 0 for all (s; t).
Proof of Corollary 1.
The corollary follows immediately from Proposition 1. In the minimization problem in (5) for a given (s; t), the objective function and the constraints IC and P C are independent of . This implies that the optimal promised utilities and thus the consumption levels are independent of , given (s; t). Moreover, when rewriting the minimization subject to P C and IC in terms of V e = V e =V , V u = V u =V and V u = u=V , the objective function and the constraints become independent of V as well. Hence, the optimal choice of u=V; V e =V and V u =V is independent of and V , conditional on s and t. This also implies that the minimized risk premium (s; t) is independent of V .
Hence, from the optimization problem in (4), it follows that the optimal choice of s and t are independent of V .
Proof of Lemma 1.
Consider a search pro…le s = fs g =0;1;::: . Let z = (z 1 ; z 2 ) be a state vector with z 1 2 fE; Ug and z 2 2 N + , where z 1 determines whether the agent is employed or unemployed and z 2 determines the search intensity for the unemployed agent by the mapping S : N + ! R. The initial state equals z = fU; 0g. The transition rules from z to z 0 are as follows. For the second variable of the state vector, we have z 0 2 = z 2 + 1. For the …rst variable, if z 1 = E, then z 0 1 = E. If z 1 = U, then z 0 1 = E with probability (S (z 1 )) and z 0 1 = U with probability 1 (S (z 1 )).
The problem determining the optimal training intensity for a given search pro…le s can be re-written as a stochastic dynamic program with state vector z 2 fE; Ug N + .
That is,
and with G ( ; U; z 2 ) = [(1 ) ; 1) and G ( ; E; z 2 ) = f g, two convex sets. Denote
Hence, u ; 0 ; U; z 2 is a concave function given the state vector (U; z 2 ). The concavity of u ; 0 ; E; z 2 given the state vector (E; z 2 ) simply follows from the concavity of y ( ). = max
When positive, the optimal training intensity t js 0; , given the search pro…le s 0; , satis…es t 0; t js 0;
By the concavity of g ( js ) and the convexity of (0; t) in t, the optimal training intensity t js 0; is decreasing in . Denote by~ the cut-o¤ level for which t js 0; = . This cut-o¤ is positive, but …nite by the Inada conditions on the output function, lim !0 y 0 ( ) = 1 and lim !1 y 0 ( ) = 0.
For any
~ , the level of human capital decreases during the training period, i.e., .
The weak inequality follows because (1 ) + t js 0; for ~ . The strict inequality follows trivially because we subtract the positive cost of training and discount the positive net value.
We thus only consider levels of human capital <~ . From the envelope condition of (13), we …nd
The inequality follows by (1 ) < 1. Moreover, since <~ , the level of human capital increases during the initial training period, i.e., (1 ) + t js 0; > . Hence, g 0 (1 ) + t js 0; js < g 0 ( js ), which implies
That is, the marginal value of human capital is lower when a training period is added to the policy. This inequality helps signing the di¤erence in value for the two policies when <~ . That is, g js 0;
g ( js ) = g 0 js 0;
Since g 0 js 0; g ( 0 js ) by the optimality of s at 0 , g js 0; g ( js ) for For the second part of the Lemma, consider now some di¤erent starting level of human capital, again denoted by 0 , for which the policy with search pro…le s 0; = (0; s ) is optimal. From the argument above, we know that since the policy starts in the training state, the level of human capital will be higher in the next period, i.e., at = 1 (i.e., the pro…le s speci…es search e¤ort " at = 0). Now I argue that the optimal level of training at = 1 is higher than the optimal training level at = 0 if s;t is bounded from above by some level s;t . This is su¢ cient for the level of human capital to further increase during this …rst period in the search-and-training state.
The optimal training levels t js 0; and t ( js ) solve respectively
(
I introduce the notation^ js 0; = (1 ) + t js 0; for the next period's level of human capital given this period's optimal training level for a search pro…le s 0; . Notice that the search pro…le s is optimal at^ 0 js 0; by the optimality of s 0; at 0 . Now using the respective envelope conditions, 
h t ("; t ^ 0 js 0; js ) + t "; t ^ 0 js 0; js i .
Importantly, the value of additional human capital is higher after the training state.
That is, g 0 ^ 0 js 0; js > (1 ) g 0 ^ 0 js 0; js = g 0 0 js 0; , using again Hence, human capital further increases when a level is reached for which the training state is no longer optimal. This proves the second part of the Lemma.
Proof of Lemma 3.
Consider a positive level of human capital 0 for which the optimal policy starts with a training period. Like for Lemma 2, I denote the corresponding search pro…le by s 0; = f0; s g with subvalue function g js 0;
. The optimality of the training state at 0 (i.e., s 0 = 0) implies that an increase in search in the initial period s 0 cannot increase the net value g js 0;
. I denote this change by ( ). Hence,
This corresponds to condition (7) in the main text, using the notation^ js 0;
(1 ) + t js 0; as in the proof of Lemma 2. Notice that in response to a change in s 0 it may be optimal to change the entire search and training pro…le. However, since these pro…les have been chosen optimally, the e¤ect on the net value of these changes will be only of second order by the envelope theorem.
I now show that the gain from searching in the initial period decreases when decreasing below 0 , i.e., 0 ( ) > 0. This implies that introducing search in the initial period remains dominated for human capital < 0 . Notice that a change in changes the optimal search pro…le s from the next period on when search is continuous, but the impact of a change in s on the subvalue function g ( js ) is unknown. Hence, to make this argument, I consider a setting where the set of potential search levels is discrete.
That is, s 2 f0; "; 2"; :::g with " small. This allows me to consider a cut-o¤~ < 0 for which a di¤erent search pro…le e s 6 = s 0; becomes optimal, while the search pro…le s 0;
is optimal for 2 h~ ; 0 i . I show below that the gain of an increase in search s 0 keeping s …xed (i.e., the introduction of positive search in the initial period, keeping the search pro…le from the next period on …xed) strictly decreases when lowering human capital for 2 h~ ; 0 i . By consequence, it cannot be that the new optimal search pro…le e s at involves positive search in the initial period, i.e., s 0 = 0 for the new optimal pro…le.
The above argument can then be repeated starting from the pro…le e s which is optimal at~ and so on. The argument continues to hold for " ! 0.
The change in the gain from inducing search in the initial period when changing .
By the concavity of g ( js) and the convexity in t of (s; t), (1 ) < t 0 js 0; < 0. Hence, (1 ) + t 0 js 0; > 0. Second, if s;t (s; t) + s;t (s; t) 0, then it is su¢ cient that the di¤erence y 0 (^ js 0; ) g 0 (^ js 0; js ) > 0 for 0 ( ) > 0. Since the curvature of (s; t) with respect to t is of second order when s;t (s; t) is small, there exists again an upper bound s;t > 0 such that s;t (s; t) 2 0; s;t is su¢ cient (but not necessary) for s;t (s; t) + s;t (s; t) 0.
I therefore complete this proof by showing that y 0 (^ js 0; ) g 0 (^ js 0; js ) > 0.
The value of additional human capital for an unemployed job seeker only depends on the expected increase in output when employed. Applying the envelope condition, we …nd g 0 (^ js 0; js ) = =0;1;::: (1 )
where e and^ denote respectively the probability of employment and the human capital level at time given the optimal policy at^ js 0; . The impact of the change in the policy variables in response to the change in is again of second order by the envelope theorem. Since the optimal policy starts in the training state for 2 h~ ; 0 i , we know that the future levels of human capital^ are bounded from below bŷ js 0; = (1 ) + t js 0; by Lemma 2. Hence, it immediately follows that g 0 (^ js 0; js ) < =0;1;::: (1 ) y 0 (^ js 0; ) < y 0 (^ js 0; ).
The …rst inequality follows from the concavity of y ( ). The second inequality follows since (1 ) < 1. This proves the Lemma.
Proof of Proposition 2.
The Proposition simply puts Lemma 2 and 3 together. In the presence of an e¤ective training technology, the two Lemma's imply the existence of a cut-o¤ such that the training state is optimal for any 2 0; , while the search-and-training state is optimal for any 2 [ ; 1). The level of human capital strictly increases during the training state until it exceeds . The human capital level remains above by Lemma 2. Hence, the search-and-training state is absorbent. Notice that although y (0) g (0) < 0 by the e¤ective training technology, the return to search for = 0 depends on y(t (0js )) g(t (0js ). Hence, the cut-o¤ level will only be strictly positive (and thus the training state will be optimal for 2 0; ) if 0 (0) fy(t (0js )) g(t (0js ))g (1 ) [ s (0; t (0js )) + s (0; t (0js ))] < 0.
Proof of Proposition 3.
Denote the stationary search pro…le in the search-and-training state by s = f s; s; :::g and the net change in human capital by n ( ) = t ( j s) . Notice that n ( ) > 0 for su¢ ciently low, while n ( ) < 0 for su¢ ciently high by the Inada conditions 
0.
The numerator of the fraction is negative, since y 00 ( 0 ) < 0 and g 00 ( 0 j s) < 0. The denominator is also negative, but smaller than the numerator, since tt ( s; t)+ tt ( s; t) > 0. Hence, (1 ) t 0 ( j s) 0. As a consequence, 1 < n 0 ( ) < 0 for all . With (1 ) < 1, the convexity of t indeed implies that t is increasing during the training state.
For 0 , it is optimal to start in the search-and-training state by Proposition 2. Since converges monotonically to by Proposition 3 and t 0 ( j s) 0 during the search-and-training state, training increases during the unemployment spell when 0 , while it decreases when 0 .
The total training e¤ort an unemployed agents expects to be exposed to equals Et = t 0 + P 1 =1 (1 e )t , where e and t denote respectively the probability of employment and the training level at time given the optimal policy. Since no one exits the training state before exceeds , the total training e¤ort exerted before reaching is clearly lower for agents who started with a higher level of human capital.
Moreover, since the convergence of human capital is monotone and t 0 ( j s) 0 during the search-and-training state, while the probability to leave unemployment ( s) is constant, the total expected training e¤ort is decreasing in during this state as well.
Proof of Proposition 4.
Using F OC V u at time and EC V at time + 1, we …nd 
